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Abstract. Experimental developments in neutrino telescopes are drastically improving their ability to constrain the annihilation cross-section of dark matter. In this paper, we employ an angular power spectrum analysis method to probe the galactic and extra-galactic dark matter signals with neutrino telescopes. We first derive projections for a next generation of neutrino telescope that is inspired by KM3NeT. We emphasise that such analysis is much less sensitive to the choice of dark matter density profile. Remarkably, the projected sensitivity is improved by more than an order of magnitude with respect to the existing limits obtained by assuming the Burkert dark matter density profile describing the galactic halo. Second, we analyse minimal extensions to the Standard Model that will be maximally probed by the next generation of neutrino telescopes. As benchmark scenarios, we consider Dirac dark matter in s- and t-channel models with vector and scalar mediators. We follow a global approach by examining all relevant complementary experimental constraints. We find that neutrino telescopes will be able to competitively probe significant portions of parameter space. Interestingly, the anomaly-free $L_\mu - L_\tau$ model can potentially be explored in regions where the relic abundance is achieved through freeze-out mechanism.
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1 Introduction

The true nature of dark matter is one of the prevailing problems in modern physics. Searches for signatures of the dark matter interacting with the Standard Model (SM) particles, so far being empty handed by direct and collider experiments, suggest us to think perhaps dark matter can have different interactions that have not been in our reach. Although, thermal production mechanisms provide a good motivation for testing non-gravitational interactions between dark matter and the SM particles, yet the experimental landscape providing only the exclusion limits encourages one to assess the possibilities that remain.

Despite neutrinos being a primary astrophysical messengers, their sensitivity on dark matter annihilation cross-sections is often overlooked. This is in large part due to detector sensitivities, see e.g. ref. [1] for a recent review. Although current neutrino experiments are not sensitive enough to probe a thermally produced dark matter annihilation signal in the context of WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles), experimental efforts are drastically altering the situation. The next generation of neutrino telescopes under construction will change this picture. Although this work can be extended to different types of neutrino experiments, such as IceCube Upgrade [2], IceCube-Gen 2 [3], Baikal-GVD [4], P-ONE [5] and KM3NeT [6], as a matter of choice we focus on the potential of the latter neutrino telescope. KM3NeT is a neutrino telescope which comprises a cubic kilometer volume of optical arrays, currently being constructed in the deep Mediterranean Sea and already partially operating. This choice is particularly interesting as KM3NeT not only has a superior angular resolution but also a good field of view to the galactic centre, which is assumed to be one of the most promising target for dark matter searches because of the large dark matter density.

The first part of this paper develops on the idea that dark matter annihilation can give observable cosmic neutrino signals which can be verified by different analysis techniques. Standard indirect dark matter searches, which examine small regions around the galactic center, typically suffer from large systematic uncertainties due to our little understanding of the dark matter halo in the inner regions of the Milky Way [7, 8]. Depending on the choice of
the dark matter profile, the limits on the dark matter annihilation cross-section can indeed differ by a few orders of magnitude [9–14]. This prevents one in setting robust constraints on the parameter space of particle physics models for dark matter [15]. By employing an angular power spectrum analysis, one can place constraints that are particularly stable with respect to the density profile. This provides a robust assessment of exclusion limits or future sensitivities [16, 17]. It also takes into account the contribution of extra-galactic dark matter annihilation. We investigate the potential sensitivity of KM3NeT, based on expected experimental performance and detector geometry defined in ref. [6] for the the KM3NeT-ARCA configuration, to derive model-independent bounds for various dark matter annihilation channels into SM particles. These sensitivities are the basis to elaborate on the particle physics implications for the dark matter searches and complementary studies.

The second part of this paper focuses on the phenomenological inventory of different models where neutrino telescopes would likely be the most constraining in the future. These models predict naturally prompt neutrinos as SM final states, which are the most sensitive channels for neutrino telescopes. In the simplest scenarios that extend the SM, i.e. with only a dark matter particle and a mediating particle, neutrino lines are unavoidably accompanied by charged leptonic final states. The latter produce considerable gamma-ray emission, which is constrained by Fermi-LAT upper limits on the flux of high energy photons from dwarf spheroidal galaxies [18]. For an overview of relevant models see e.g. [19, 20]. Here, we consider a subset of the minimal models investigated in ref. [20] and perform a global analysis in the light of the future KM3NeT-like neutrino telescopes. Our model building procedure is motivated by the requirements of unitarity, gauge invariance and anomaly free, see e.g. the discussion in refs. [21, 22], and builds on top of the simplest realisation of single mediator models to end up with the known gauged $L_{\mu-\tau}$ model [23–29]. By incorporating different dark matter searches, we examine how the limits for KM3NeT, forecasted with the angular power spectrum analysis, will complement our understanding of dark matter and its nature in terms of annihilation to leptons and ultimately neutrino signals. In this study, we consider Dirac dark matter, which has the potential of the most promising signatures for neutrino telescopes when interacting with SM leptons. For all scenarios, we investigate the relevant parameter space, demonstrating that the future KM3NeT neutrino experiment will play a dominant role in constraining dark matter models, complementary to direct and indirect detection, especially in the case of the $L_{\mu-\tau}$ model.

2 Angular Power Spectrum Analysis Method

The angular power spectrum (APS) is a powerful probe to assess anisotropies of the neutrino sky and, as demonstrated in previous studies [16, 17], it can be exploited to firmly test dark matter signals and to place solid constraints on dark matter properties. We here extend the forecast analysis discussed in ref. [17] to lower dark matter masses (from 200 GeV to $10^5$ GeV) for the KM3NeT neutrino telescope. Being located in the Northern hemisphere, KM3NeT has high sensitivity towards the galactic center with a large field of view, therefore is very suitable to probe for dark matter neutrino signals in our own galaxy and beyond. In section 2.1 we describe the neutrino flux expected from annihilating dark matter particles. Then, in section 2.2 we detail the angular power spectrum analysis of simulated neutrino skymaps, and in section 2.3 we report the projected model-independent bounds on the dark matter annihilation cross section.
2.1 Dark matter annihilation signals

Dark matter particles accumulated in the galactic halo can produce a detectable neutrino flux through their annihilation into SM particles. Such a galactic neutrino flux takes the following differential expression

$$d\Phi_{\nu^\beta+\bar{\nu}^\beta}/dE_\nu d\Omega = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\langle \sigma v \rangle}{4\pi m_{DM}^2} \frac{dN_\beta}{dE_\nu} \int_0^\infty ds \rho_{DM}^2 [r(s, \ell, b)], \tag{2.1}$$

where $m_{DM}$ and $\langle \sigma v \rangle$ are, respectively, the mass and the thermally averaged annihilation cross-section of dark matter, $dN_\beta/dE_\nu$ is the neutrino energy spectrum per dark matter annihilation, and $\rho_{DM}(r)$ is the dark matter halo density profile as a function of the galactocentric radial coordinate $r = \sqrt{s^2 + R_\odot^2 - 2sR_\odot \cos \ell \cos b}$ with $R_\odot = 8.5$ kpc ($b$ and $\ell$ are the galactic angular coordinates). In order to estimate the effect of the choice of the dark matter density profile, we study different distributions. We consider the commonly-used Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) distribution

$$\rho_{DM}^{NFW}(r) = \rho_0 \frac{r_s}{r_s + b}, \tag{2.2}$$

with $r_s = 20$ kpc and $\rho_0 = 0.33 \text{ GeV/cm}^3$ [30] (see also ref. [31]), and the Burkert profile

$$\rho_{DM}^{Burkert}(r) = \frac{\rho_0}{\left(1 + \frac{r}{r_s}\right) \left[1 + \left(\frac{r}{r_s}\right)^2\right]^{1/2}}, \tag{2.3}$$

with $r_s = 9.26$ kpc and $\rho_0 = 1.72 \text{ GeV/cm}^3$ [32]. While the former provides a large enhancement of the dark matter signal towards the galactic center, the latter predicts a much lower density of dark matter particles in the inner regions of our galaxy. This behaviour typically leads to much weaker dark matter constraints in standard indirect dark matter searches when assuming the Burkert profile (see e.g. refs. [12–14]). As will be clearly shown later, our forecast analysis based on the angular power spectrum method is instead very feebly affected by the choice of the dark matter galactic distribution.

In order to set model-independent limits on dark matter properties, we examine different phenomenological scenarios where dark matter particles are assumed to have only one annihilation channel at a time with a 100% branching ratio into that final state. For each annihilation channels, the neutrino energy spectrum is computed by using the PPPC4DM package [33]. These energy spectra take into account the electroweak corrections, whose contribution is relevant for $m_{DM} \gg \mathcal{O}(100 \text{ GeV})$ [34]. It is worth mentioning that an alternative calculation of dark matter spectra with a different treatment of these corrections has been recently provided by the package HDMSpectra [35]. A special case is represented by the annihilation channels into a couple of light bosons which subsequently decay into four neutrinos, $\text{DM} + \text{DM} \rightarrow 4\nu$. For this channel, since the electroweak corrections have not been included yet, we rely on the analytical box-shaped spectrum for unpolarized light bosons reported in ref. [20] (see also refs. [36, 37]). In the next section, we will combine the model-independent upper limits to constrain the parameter space of specific particle physics models, which predict definite branching ratios among the different annihilation channels.

In addition to the galactic component, annihilating dark matter particles would also give rise to a diffuse extragalactic neutrino signal, resulting in neutrino emissions at different
redshifts $z$. The extragalactic flux is given by
\[
\frac{d\Phi_{\nu_\alpha + \bar{\nu}_\beta}^{\text{ext,gal}}}{dE_\nu d\Omega} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\langle \sigma v \rangle (\Omega_{\text{DM}} \rho_c)^2}{4\pi m_{\text{DM}}^2} \int_0^\infty dz \frac{B(z) (1 + z)^{3}}{H(z)} \left. \frac{dN_\beta}{dE_\nu|_{E_\nu = E_\nu(1 + z)}} \right| , \tag{2.4}
\]
where $\rho_c = 5.5 \times 10^{-6} \text{GeV cm}^{-3}$ is the critical density and $H(z) = H_0 \sqrt{\Omega_\Lambda + \Omega_m (1 + z)^3}$ is the Hubble expansion parameter with $H_0 = 67.4 \text{ km s}^{-1} \text{ Mpc}^{-1}$, $\Omega_\Lambda = 0.685$, $\Omega_m = 0.315$, $\Omega_{\text{DM}} = 0.264$ [38]. In the integral over the redshift, the quantity $B(z)$ is the boost factor (or clumpiness factor) for which we consider the semi-analytical model described in ref. [39] (see ref. [40] for a recent review). The diffuse extragalactic flux is in general neglected in standard indirect dark matter analyses. However, depending on the dark matter halo density profile and on the boost factor, it could further reduce the enhancement of the dark matter signal towards the galactic center and, consequently, weaken the constraints on dark matter annihilation cross-section. In contrast to the studies [9–12, 14], we follow a more conservative approach and include the extragalactic diffuse neutrino flux.

Hence, the total dark matter flux of neutrinos with flavour $\alpha$ reaching the Earth is equal to
\[
\frac{d\Phi_{\nu_\alpha + \bar{\nu}_\beta}^{\text{DM}}}{dE_\nu d\Omega} = \sum_{\alpha \beta} P_{\alpha \beta} \left[ \frac{d\Phi_{\nu_\alpha + \bar{\nu}_\beta}^{\text{gal}}}{dE_\nu d\Omega} + \frac{d\Phi_{\nu_\alpha + \bar{\nu}_\beta}^{\text{ext,gal}}}{dE_\nu d\Omega} \right] , \tag{2.5}
\]
where $P_{\alpha \beta} = \sum_{i=3}^3 |U_{\alpha i}|^2 |U_{\beta i}|^2$ are the flavour-transition probabilities averaged over cosmological distances. We determine the element of the PMNS mixing matrix $U$ from the recent global neutrino fit discussed in refs. [41, 42].

### 2.2 Neutrino skymaps

We simulate neutrino sky maps with expected dark matter signal and background events for 10 years of data-taking period of the KM3NeT-ARCA site, dedicated to detection of high energy neutrino events as described in ref. [6], considering only through-going track events in order to reduce the atmospheric muon background. We adopt the flux model from ref. [43] describing the background events which are the atmospheric neutrinos that are produced by the interactions of high energy cosmic rays in the atmosphere. The astrophysical flux is subdominant with respect to the atmospheric neutrino flux in the energy range we are interested in (below 100 TeV), hence we neglect any astrophysical contribution to the total sky maps. We refer to null hypothesis for background-only and alternative hypothesis composed of signal plus background events in the following text.

We bin the neutrino events into HEALPix skymaps using the software package HEALPY [44]. The number of expected neutrino events originating from dark matter signal with a flux $\Phi_{\nu_\alpha + \bar{\nu}_\alpha}$ (see eq. (2.5)) coming from a region on the sky $\Delta \Omega$ at position $\theta$ (declination) and $\phi$ (right ascension) is derived by
\[
N_\nu(\theta, \phi) = p_{\text{track}} \int_{\Delta \Omega} d\Omega \int_{E_{\text{th}}}^{E_{\text{max}}} dE_\nu \frac{d\Phi_{\nu_\alpha + \bar{\nu}_\alpha}}{dE_\nu d\Omega} \mathcal{E}(E_\nu, \Omega) \text{vis}(\Omega) , \tag{2.6}
\]
where $\mathcal{E}(E_\nu, \Omega) = T_{\text{obs}} A_{\text{eff}}(E_\nu, \Omega)$ is the detector’s exposure with $T_{\text{obs}}$ the exposure time and $A_{\text{eff}}$ the detector’s effective area for through-going muon neutrinos. In order to quantify the fraction of the year during which a point on the sky can be observed by KM3NeT, we multiply the function with the visibility function $\text{vis}(\Omega)$ [45]. Only a fraction of muon
neutrinos produce track-like events through charged current interactions. To account for this, we further multiply eq. (2.6) by the probability that charge current interactions take place, which is given by a factor of $p_{\text{track}} \simeq 0.75$ [46]. In order to gain a larger sensitivity, we integrate only over a small energy range around the peak of the dark matter spectrum with $E_{\nu} = \left[ \frac{1}{10} \langle m_{\text{DM}} \rangle, m_{\text{DM}} \right]$. The neutrino lines show a sharper peak with respect to other channels, therefore we consider a narrower energy range for this case with $E_{\nu} = \left[ \frac{1}{2} m_{\text{DM}}, m_{\text{DM}} \right]$

The skymaps consist of isotropic and anisotropic features, where the anisotropic contribution essentially arises from galactic dark matter events. The extent of anisotropy therefore depends on dark matter parameters such as the density profile and annihilation cross-section. We aim at constraining such parameters by analyzing the anisotropic features with respect to the nearly isotropic null hypothesis. Figure 1 illustrates two Monte Carlo simulations for skymaps under the null hypothesis (left) and alternative hypothesis (right) for the $\mu^+\mu^-$ channel with $\langle \sigma v \rangle = 10^{-22} \text{ cm}^3/\text{s}$, and for 10 years of expected KM3NeT-ARCA exposure. The non-isotropic distribution in the null hypothesis comes from the fact that we consider through-going events with a cut in the zenith angle of the detector, while the skymap is in equatorial coordinates. As it can be seen, we observe a distinguishable anisotropic feature in the right figure originating from the galactic dark matter events. We analyse these patterns through the angular power spectrum, as described below.

The APS describes the fluctuations as a function of angular scale. The skymap is expanded into spherical harmonics through

$$N_\nu(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{\ell m} a_{\ell m} Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi),$$

where $Y_{\ell m}(\theta, \phi)$ are the spherical harmonic functions and $a_{\ell m}$ the expansion coefficients. The APS is described by the average of the expansion coefficients over the sky

$$C_\ell' = \frac{1}{2\ell + 1} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} |a_{\ell m}|^2.$$

To compute the APS, we use the numerical function anafast from the software package HEALPix [44]. We are interested in anisotropic features only, and in order to discard any

Figure 1. Left: Simulated neutrino skymaps for through-going muon neutrinos under the null hypothesis with background-only for expected 10 years of KM3NeT-ARCA data-taking period. We consider the dark matter annihilation channel of DM + DM → $\mu^+\mu^-$ with a fixed annihilation cross-section of $\langle \sigma v \rangle = 10^{-22} \text{ cm}^3/\text{s}$. Right: Same as left for the alternative hypothesis including the dark matter neutrino flux. Both skymaps are in equatorial coordinates, and the brightest pixel in the right plot corresponds to the galactic center.
information on the total number of events, we remove the monopole and normalize the coefficients as $C_\ell = C'_\ell / N_{\text{tot}}^2$. The largest contributions to the APS come from the first multipole moments. Therefore, we analyse the APS with maximum moment $\ell_{\text{max}} = 8$. We do this despite the fact that KM3NeT’s angular resolution allows one to go higher. For each dark matter model, we perform $10^5$ Monte Carlo simulations, vary the cross-sections between $\langle \sigma v \rangle = [10^{-25}, 10^{-22}]$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ in steps of $\Delta \log_{10}(\sigma v) = 0.2$, and calculate the corresponding APS. Additionally, we generate mock data sets by performing $10^5$ Monte Carlo simulations under the background-only hypothesis. In order to have a statistical measure for the goodness of the models being tested, we apply the following $\chi^2$,

$$\chi^2(C_\ell) = \sum_{\ell \ell'} (C_\ell - C_{\ell}^{\text{mean}}) (\text{Cov}_{\ell \ell'})^{-1} (C_{\ell'} - C_{\ell'}^{\text{mean}}),$$

where $C_\ell$ is the APS of one simulation, $C_{\ell}^{\text{mean}}$ is the mean value and $\text{Cov}_{\ell \ell'}$ is the covariance matrix, where $C_{\ell}^{\text{mean}}$ and $\text{Cov}_{\ell \ell'}$ are obtained from a complete set of simulation under the alternative hypothesis. For each characterization of the model, we calculate the probability density function of $\chi^2$, $P(\chi^2 | \Theta)$ with $\Theta$ the being the set of the parameters describing the dark matter signal component. We compute $\chi^2_{\text{md}} \equiv \chi^2(C_{\ell}^{\text{md}})$ from the mock data (md) sets under the background-only hypothesis in order to obtain the probability of having the same or more extreme values of $\chi^2$ by the following $p$–value,

$$p = \int_{\chi^2_{\text{md}}}^{\infty} d\chi^2 P(\chi^2 | \Theta).$$

(2.10)

We simulate $10^5$ background-only skymaps corresponding to the Asimov data sets in order to obtain the $p$–value distribution [47]. From this distribution we derive the median, as well as the 2σ contour band. The expected upper-limit on dark matter annihilation cross-section for a given channel at a certain mass value is then obtained at 90% confidence level (CL) at $p \leq 0.10$.

### 2.3 Model-independent bounds

Here, we present the results obtained through the angular power spectrum forecast analysis as described above in detail. In fig. 2, we report the future KM3NeT sensitivity at 90% CL with 10-year exposure to WIMP dark matter annihilation cross-section for different channels. For the channels involving neutrinos in the final states, we assume equipartition among neutrino flavours. Nevertheless, neutrino channels with a specific flavour at the production result in very similar bounds due to neutrino oscillations during the propagation to the Earth. In the plots, the bands have been obtained by analyzing the angular power spectrum of $10^5$ simulated neutrino skymaps for each value of the dark matter mass considered. In particular, the solid and dashed lines represent the median and conservative 2σ upper bounds obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations at 90% CL, assuming the NFW halo profile for the galactic dark matter distribution. The grey region is excluded by the requirement of unitarity of the dark matter annihilation cross-section [48]. As can be seen in the plots, the limits for the electron and bottom quark channels stop at $m_{\text{DM}} = 1$ TeV and $m_{\text{DM}} = 500$ GeV, respectively. Below such masses, the detection efficiency is very suppressed for both channels. In case of the electron channel, neutrinos are only produced through the electroweak radiation which are not very efficient below TeV energies producing detectable neutrinos in our study. For dark matter masses below 600 GeV, most of the neutrinos, produced by the annihilation into
bottom quarks, have an energy smaller than 100 GeV, which is below the sensitivity of the KM3NeT-ARCA detector. This is why the upper limits break down at that dark matter mass.

In fig. 3 we graphically quantify the systematic uncertainty affecting our constraints (blue band) according to different choices for the dark matter distribution in our galaxy. In particular, we show the median sensitivity at 90% CL for the two extreme cases of NFW (solid blue lines) and Burkert (dot-dashed blue lines) profiles for two annihilation channels. The plots correspond to two different annihilation channels of dark matter particles: neutrino lines (left plot) and charged muons (right plot). We also report the existing upper limits placed by dark matter searches in neutrino telescopes: 3-year IceCube [11] (red band), 11-year ANTARES [13] (green band), and 1-year IceCube with a similar multipole analysis study [16] (black band) simply denoted as “IceCube APS” for the sake of brevity. For consistent comparison, we have properly scaled these constraints to our set of dark matter halo parameters (see eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)).

One can observe that the APS method is very stable over different halo profiles. On average the Burkert distribution weakens the limits by only $\sim 40\%$ with respect to NFW. For example, taking $m_{\text{DM}} = 10^4$ GeV, annihilation cross-section into neutrinos will be constrained to be below $1.21 \times 10^{-24}$ cm$^3$/s and $8.52 \times 10^{-25}$ cm$^3$/s for Burkert and NFW respectively. Comparing this result to studies which do not use the APS method such as ANTARES [13], there is a much greater variation due to the choice of halo profile. Moreover, if we compare our results to that of another APS study, such as the one performed for IceCube in ref. [16], we see a projected improvement of over an order of magnitude. Obtaining these robust limits will have significant implications on the particle physics interpretations. In the next section we elaborate on this.
3 Dark Matter Models for Neutrino Telescopes

While in the previous section we have presented model-independent bounds for the future KM3NeT-like telescope, in this section we provide interpretation of these bounds in terms of selected minimal dark matter models, which have the advantage that KM3NeT will give the most competitive insight for. Additionally, interpretation of bounds allows for a complementary analysis that compares the sensitivity of different dark matter probes. In section 3.2 we outline the model characteristics and the other experimental constraints we consider in this study. Subsequently, we investigate the parameter space with different variables of models, which will be explained in section 3.3, in section 3.4 and in section 3.5.

3.1 Minimal models for neutrino signals

From the model building perspective, our starting point is the simplified model framework, which has been investigated recently at the LHC [49–54]. This entails making minimal additions to the SM by way of couplings and particles in order to incorporate a dark matter particle candidate. It allows for the exploration of scenarios in a rather model-independent way and eases the comparison of theoretical predictions with the various experiments. Such models can be categorised in terms of $s$-channel and $t$-channel, which from a structural point of view are very different.

The $s$-channel models feature a new boson which mediates between two dark matter and two SM particles, hence it is even under the dark group that protects the dark matter particle from decaying. The new boson is also a singlet under the SM gauge group. As a consequence, this mediator can be lighter or heavier than the dark matter.
Alternatively, $t$-channel models feature a new interaction vertex coupling directly one dark matter particle with a new mediator and a SM particle. This requires a discrete $Z_2$ and continuous global $U(1)$ symmetries to stabilise the real and complex dark matter candidate respectively. It also implies that the mediator is charged under the dark group, hence can only be heavier than the dark matter particle.

More specifically, among the various realizations of $s$- and $t$-channel models, we select models that share at least these two properties:

- **Leptophilic models:** The mediator and the dark matter do not couple at tree level to quarks (nor to the Higgs and to electroweak gauge bosons) by construction, but feature purely leptonic final states, preferably neutrinos, which are the most promising for neutrino telescopes when compared with other dark matter searches. In particular, annihilation of dark matter can produce sizable neutrino lines or neutrino box signals at tree level, with branching ratio close or equal to the one into charged leptons, when latter annihilation channels can not be suppressed.

- **$s$-wave annihilation:** We require that the dark matter velocity/thermally averaged annihilation cross-section $\langle \sigma v \rangle$ into SM particles is independent of the relative dark matter velocity. This means that at present time $\langle \sigma v \rangle$ can be potentially large in galactic halos (characterized by $v \simeq (10^{-5} - 10^{-3}) c$) and in the reach of KM3NeT. We do not focus however on thermal dark matter scenarios but consider the whole parameter space, remaining agnostic on the mechanism that provides 100% of the relic density $\Omega h^2$ measured by Planck [38]. Notice that the values to which KM3NeT is sensitive, as obtained in previous section with APS ($\langle \sigma v \rangle \simeq 10^{-24} cm^3/s$), denote the region of underabundant dark matter assuming standard freeze-out, because $\Omega h^2 \propto \langle \sigma v \rangle^{-1}$. However we will show that for certain models, KM3NeT will be able to probe thermal values obtained with the standard freeze-out mechanism, see section 3.5.

The latter requirement severely restricts the possibilities in term of $s$- and $t$-channel models. Taking the dark matter to be a singlet Dirac Fermion ($\chi$) the only viable choice for the mediator in case of $s$-channel models is spin 1 ($Z'$ henceforth), while for $t$-channel is a scalar mediator ($\phi$). The relevant annihilation diagrams are shown in fig. 4. These models are a subset of those studied in [19, 20] in the context of neutrino line signals. $m_{\chi} \sim 550$ GeV, Fermi limits from the charged lepton channel (blue line) dominate.

Reference [20] exhibited well the difficulty a model builder has when trying to optimise the prospects of neutrino telescopes. This is especially true when one is attempting to work
with a simple extension of the SM that is theoretically well-motivated. In the next sections we will build on ref. [20] by considering specific coupling configurations and adding vital direct detection constraints. Reference [55] also study thoroughly neutrino line signals, however the phenomenology is related to a neutrino portal for dark matter, which is achieved with a right-handed neutrino in addition to dark matter. The mixing between active-sterile neutrinos is what drives the dark matter to SM interaction rate. Here we free ourselves from such considerations and only consider a new dark matter candidate. This allows for interesting regions of parameter space at higher dark matter masses.

The specifications of each model is described in the following sections as they are introduced, first we discuss all the experimental constraints (indirect detection, direct detection, collider searches and cosmological bounds) we consider in conjunction with the potential of the analysis technique which is described in previous section.

### 3.2 Complementary constraints to neutrino telescopes

The models we analyse are implemented in FeynRules [56] and we use the corresponding UFO files to compute $\langle \sigma v \rangle$ with MADDM [57] for both the thermally averaged cross-section for relic density and the annihilation cross-section at present time, which actually coincide at leading order as we consider $s$-wave annihilation. Notice that the predicted flux of SM particles, see eq. (2.5), is further divided by a factor of 1/2 to account for the Dirac nature of the dark matter.

As far as the complementary is concerned, let us start with indirect detection. As already anticipated above, leptophilic dark matter features as final states charged leptons, which produce gamma rays. One of the most constraining and robust limits for a continuum gamma-ray spectrum is provided by the Fermi-LAT bounds from dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) [18]. In order to calculate the limits at 90% CL for the dSph Fermi-LAT constraint we use the likelihood method implemented within MADDM for determining the exclusion limits given the specific model realisation. We adopt the J-factors for ultrafaint dSphs (which were also used in ref. [57]) from ref. [58], where more realistic assumptions for satellite formation are made to compute the J-factors from stellar kinematic for ultrafaint dSphs. This has the impact of weakening the Fermi-LAT bounds because ultrafaint dSphs contribute significantly to the exclusion limits. This updated J-factors modify the exclusion limits by roughly a factor of $\sim 4$ for $m_\chi \gtrsim 100$ GeV.

The exclusion limits for the case of annihilation into two body SM particles are based on energy spectra from PPPC4DM [33] including electroweak corrections implemented as in [34]. These are the same that are used for the KM3NeT analysis, see section 2.1. For deriving the neutrino box spectra, we use the analytical formula provided in [20] and the spectra with 4 leptons in the final state from PPPC4DM, in the case of Fermi-LAT bounds we generate the energy spectra with PYTHIA 8 [59], as implemented within MADDM. However we do not have the handling on the electroweak corrections for the 4 neutrino final state because those are not included in the PYTHIA 8 version released with MADDM. For dark matter masses well above the TeV scale, electroweak corrections are relevant and change the energy spectra especially of charged leptons and neutrinos. More importantly neutrinos emit electroweak radiation producing hence a secondary flux of gamma rays which can be constrained by gamma ray observations. Our bounds include the contribution of the gamma-ray flux from neutrinos in the Fermi-LAT dSph exclusion limits, similarly to ref. [60], in the case of two neutrino final state. Figure 5 illustrates that the recasted exclusion limits from gamma rays induced by neutrino final states are subdominant with respect to the gamma-ray exclusion limits coming
from charged leptons, when those are present, for most of the relevant dark matter mass range. Intriguingly they overtake charged lepton exclusion limits above 5 TeV masses. This originates from the interplay of two factors:

- The energy spectrum of gamma rays induced by electroweak corrected neutrino final states populates with more events the small gamma-ray energy ($E_\gamma$) range; this increases the sensitivity of Fermi-LAT measurements when the dark matter is heavy.

- The gamma-ray energy spectra from charged leptons take into account only the prompt gamma-ray contribution, which peaks towards large $E_\gamma/m_{DM}$. Since the sensitive energy window of Fermi-LAT is between 300 MeV up to 300 GeV, only the lower part of the energy spectra contribute in the case of heavy dark matter. This low energy part may receive additional contribution by the inclusion of additional secondary gamma rays, produced for instance by Inverse Compton scattering (ICS) processes, see e.g. this review [61]. It is however not clear how ICS would affect Fermi-LAT bounds for heavy dark matter, as there have not been thorough studies of ICS in dSphs, while radio emission and X-ray emission have been more deeply investigated, see e.g. [62–64]. Furthermore, the secondary gamma-ray flux relies on additional astrophysical assumptions for the modelling of the interstellar medium, hence the derived upper limits are subject to large uncertainties, similarly to the case of our galactic halo [65].

Regardless of these interesting details, we see that above dark matter masses of $\sim 500$ GeV, forecasted limits for KM3NeT show substantial gains over the Fermi-LAT limits.

The models we consider are leptophilic by construction and naively, one would assume that they avoid all direct dark detection bounds since there is no tree level vertex which couples the quarks or gluons directly to the dark matter particle. However, renormalization effects
(RGEs) generate effective couplings to the nuclei which lead to constraints from hadronic processes as shown in refs. [66, 67]. To compute the effect of RGEs for the $Z'$ model we use RunDM\(^1\), while for the $t$-channel case we evaluate directly the loop diagrams [68]. The details on the specific contributions to the elastic scattering cross section is provided in the pertinent model sections. All models generate spin-independent couplings, hence we consider the effect of RGEs relating to the XENON1T experimental results [69], recasted using the RAPIDDD tool [70]. We additionally discuss the dependence of the XENON1T bound on astrophysical parameters such as the local dark matter density. We consider as reference value $\rho_\odot = 0.4$ GeV/cm\(^3\) [71], but exemplify ones the impact of this choice by considering the whole range of allowed values, $\rho_\odot = (0.2-0.4)$ GeV/cm\(^3\); see ref. [72] and references therein.

There are several constraints from collider experiments that may be relevant for our study. First it should be noted that we are interested in the electroweak production of the new mediator and/or dark matter particles, as the couplings to quarks are negligible by construction. The $t$-channel model can be searched for with pair-production of the charged $\varphi$, which consequently decays into two charged leptons and the dark matter ($pp \to \varphi^+ \varphi^- \to \chi \bar{\chi} l^+ l^-$, with $l = e, \mu$). This resembles to the supersymmetric search for slepton production in the simplified model framework [73]. Nevertheless, this search can constrain the mediator masses up to roughly 300 GeV, which is below the mass limits we consider in this study. As far as it concerns $s$-channel models with vector mediator, the most sensitive searches such as mono-X searches, di-leptons, di-quarks do not apply here, because they all assume a non-zero coupling with quarks, see for instance [74–78]. The strongest constraint for vector mediator mass comes from LEP-II bounds for the process $e^+ e^- \to f \bar{f}$ (where $f$ are the SM fermions) [79] and states that $m_{Z'} \gtrsim 209$ GeV. We conclude that collider bounds are in general fairly limited for leptophilic dark matter models in the ball-park of detection of neutrino telescopes.

Very light vector mediators are allowed under the assumptions that the coupling to leptons is tiny. Several constraints arise for mediators in the mass range in between MeV and GeV, most notably the search $Z \to 4\mu$ from BaBar [80] and CMS [81]. All the other constraints arise from neutrino physics, notably neutrino trident production [82], neutrino-electron scattering in Borexino [83] and neutrino cooling of white dwarfs [84]. In our analysis we will consider mediator masses down to 1 MeV, below the muon production threshold due to the two-body decay of the $Z'$. However our $Z'$ will couple very feebly with the SM particles by assumption, with couplings $\mathcal{O}(10^{-10} - 10^{-7})$: this scenario is known as secluded dark matter [85]. Bounds from collider, neutrino and fixed target experiments can then be easily avoided in such configuration, however there are cosmological bounds which are of interest in the case of very light mediators and will be discussed in section 3.5.

3.3 Scalar mediated, t-channel annihilation

The simplest realisation of $t$-channel model consistent with $s$-wave annihilation features a singlet Dirac dark matter candidate and a scalar mediator. It is similar to dark matter $t$-channel models currently investigated at the LHC [86, 87], with the difference that here the mediator is not a coloured particles as it couples to the SM leptons, see e.g. [88].\(^2\) The interaction Lagrangian coupling dark matter to leptons is

$$ \mathcal{L}^\varphi = y_\alpha \bar{\chi}_\alpha \varphi^\dagger + \text{h.c.} , $$

\(^1\)RunDM is available here https://github.com/bradkav/runDM [66].

\(^2\)The model is available in the FeynRules database https://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/DMsimpt.
where $\varphi$ is a $SU(2)$ doublet that interacts solely with the left-handed leptonic $SU(2)$ doublet $L_\alpha$, with the $\alpha$ index running over the three leptonic flavour $e, \mu, \tau$. The $y_\alpha$ coupling strength is a $3 \times 3$ matrix in flavour space, that we take real for simplicity. As with the Yukawa couplings in the SM, we assume a hierarchical structure among coupling strengths across generations, inspired by the criterion of minimal flavour violation [89]. The dominant contribution will come from the $\tau$ flavour, $y_\tau$, while we consider $y_e$ and $y_\mu$ smaller and negligible. The coupling is the same for the upper and lower component of the $SU(2)$ left-handed leptonic doublet, hence the branching ratio is the same for annihilation into a pair of neutrinos $\nu_\tau$ or into the pair of $\tau^+\tau^-$. In total, this model has three free parameters:

$$\{m_\chi, m_\varphi, y_\tau\}. \tag{3.2}$$

Concerning the dark matter mass range, we explore the most favourable mass range for KM3NeT-ARCA, as established in the previous section. The mediator mass is scanned over in the same mass range with the constraint of being always heavier than the dark matter mass, at least by a tiny amount, $(m_\varphi/m_\chi - 1) \gtrsim 0.1$. We perform a scan for two values of the coupling strength, $y_\tau = \sqrt{4\pi}$, and the maximal value allowed by perturbativity, which is $4\pi$.

Reference [20] explores this interaction, as well as slightly more complicated realizations. We extend their work on this simplest case by considering the constraints coming from direct detection. At loop level, this model provokes interactions between dark matter and photons [88, 90]. At the energy scale of direct detection, these interactions are parameterised and constrained by non-renormalisable effective operator vertices [88, 91, 92],

$$\mathcal{L}_{\chi\chi\gamma} \supset \frac{C_M}{2\Lambda} \bar{\psi} \sigma^{\mu\nu} \psi \cdot B_{\mu\nu} + \frac{C_{el}}{2\Lambda} \bar{\psi} \sigma^{\mu\nu} \gamma^5 \psi \cdot B_{\mu\nu}$$

$$+ \frac{C_{cr}}{\Lambda^2} \bar{\psi} \gamma^\mu \psi \cdot \partial^\nu B_{\mu\nu} + \frac{C_A}{\Lambda^2} \bar{\chi} \gamma^\mu \gamma^5 \chi \cdot \partial^\nu B_{\mu\nu}. \tag{3.3}$$

Here, $B_{\mu\nu}$ is the hypercharge field strength tensor, $C_j$ are the dimensionless Wilson coefficients for the dimension-5 operators, which are the electric and magnetic dipole moments ($C_{el}$) and ($C_M$), and for the dimension-6 operators, that are the charge radius ($C_{cr}$) and anapole ($C_A$) interactions. Of which, the electric dipole interaction is particularly well constrained by recent results from XENON1T [69], where limits on $\frac{C_{el}}{\Lambda}$ are $\sim 10^{-8}$ for $m_\chi \sim 1$ TeV. However, for the model at hand, an electric dipole response is only provoked by complex Yukawa couplings, which we are not considering. The next most constraining limits are for the magnetic and charge-radius interactions, which are those included in the XENON1T bounds we compute, as in [92].

Figure 6 summarises our findings in two projections of the dark matter and mediator mass planes for two different choices of $y_\tau$. It is clear that this simple scalar model is severely constrained by direct detection experiments. Even in the most optimistic scenario of very large coupling strength, the parameter space that could be potentially surveyed by future generation of neutrino telescopes is already being strongly disfavoured by XENON1T. The inclusion of the other lepton flavours does not change the picture, as it will have the effect of strengthening more the XENON1T with respect to the improve in the KM3NeT sensitivity. This can be understood as follows: the nature of annihilation process is $t$-channel, and therefore $\langle \sigma v \rangle \propto 1/m_\chi^2$, which does not bode well for indirect detection searches. This is further supported by the small contribution given by the Fermi-LAT dSph constraints (gray shaded region). Fermi-LAT bounds occur of course because annihilation of dark matter particles into
neutrinos produces neutrino lines, however annihilation into charged leptons unavoidably accompany this signal with equal branching ratio, because of the universality in the $y_\tau$ coupling. Moreover, as already said, neutrino final states produce gamma rays because of electroweak corrections, contributing in slightly strengthening the Fermi-LAT bounds, as shown previously in fig. 5. The blue band indicates the variation of the XENON1T 90% CL upper limit with respect to the local density of dark matter, $\rho_\odot = (0.2, 0.4)$ GeV/cm$^3$. The coupling strength is fixed at $y_\tau = \sqrt{4\pi}$. The dotted line denotes the relic density line. Inside the line the dark matter is under-abundant, while outside the dark matter is over-abundant. All exclusion limits and projection are provided at 90% CL.

Future improvements for $t$-channel models can be searched for in possibly a couple of directions. On the one side going beyond the simple picture of singlet dark matter will open up the parameter space. For instance triplet Dirac dark matter, described in [20], leads to sizeable Sommerfeld enhancement [93] because of the charged component in the triplet. This boosts $\langle \sigma v \rangle$, while not affecting the direct detection bounds, favouring indirect detection searches. On the other hand, the inclusion into the model of a neutrino mass generation mechanism allows for a disentanglement between charged lepton and neutrino Yukawa-like couplings. Consequently exclusion bounds coming from charged leptons can be consistently weakened, allowing for more parameter space for future neutrino telescopes. This seems promising for instance for type II seesaw models [94, 95] or inverse seesaw (see ref. [96] for a recent review), where the neutrino Yukawa couplings are large by construction. A similar hierarchy could be applied to the case of $t$-channel models.
3.4 Simplest Vector Mediator Models

Having in mind the two requirements described in our model building procedure, the most promising $s$-channel model features singlet Dirac dark matter candidate $\chi$ with a spin 1 mediator $Z'$. The interaction Lagrangian of the $Z'$ with the dark matter and the leptons is:

$$\mathcal{L}^{Z'} = \bar{\chi} \gamma_\mu (g^V_\chi + g^A_\chi \gamma_5) \chi Z'^\mu + \sum_\alpha \bar{l}_\alpha \left[ \gamma_\mu (g^V_{l_\alpha} + g^A_{l_\alpha} \gamma_5) \right] l_\alpha Z'^\mu ,$$

where $l$ denotes leptons, $(\alpha = e, \mu, \tau)$ is the flavour index, and $g^{V/A}$ are the vector/axial-vector couplings of dark matter and leptons with the $Z'$ respectively. This model is very similar to the one used as benchmark at the LHC by the experimental collaborations [101, 102], except that $g^V_q = g^A_q = 0$ in this case.

Concerning the mass generation mechanism for the $Z'$, the new boson with a vectorial coupling can get its mass either with the Stueckelberg mechanism [103, 104] or via a new scalar boson (i.e. a dark Higgs). In order to keep things minimal, we assume that if it exists, the new scalar is heavy enough that it can be integrated out or that it has very tiny couplings with the SM and dark matter particles not to induce additional interactions, hence the phenomenology of the dark matter presented in the following is not affected by the mediator mass generation mechanism. For building $Z'$ models we refer e.g. to [105, 106].

The desire to find dark matter models, which can be both optimally probed by KM3NeT and theoretically well motivated, will bring us to go beyond the purely simplified model approach and towards anomaly-free simplified models, presented in section 3.5. In order to get to our end goal, we investigate some interesting intermediary cases below where KM3NeT will exhibit good complementarity with other new physics searches.

**Pure vectorial coupling** First let us consider the case where the coupling strengths in eq. (3.4) are chosen as

$$g^V_{l_f} \equiv g_l , \quad g^V_\chi \equiv g_\chi \quad \text{and} \quad g^A_{l_f} = g^A_\chi = 0 .$$

i.e. we have a purely vectorial coupling between dark matter and the leptonic sector couples equally to the $Z'$. The first choice is appealing to avoid issues with unitarity, see i.e. [21], but still requires additional particles to achieve anomaly freedom [22]. The second choice is dictated by the fact that the mediator behaves like a gauge boson, hence it is reasonable to assume equal coupling for all flavours. The model is left with only four independent parameters, i.e. two masses and two couplings:

$$\{m_\chi, m_{Z'}, g_\chi, g_l\} .$$

Additionally we consider equal leptonic and dark matter couplings, $g_l = g_\chi$. This is an arbitrary choice, but can be seen as an adequate benchmark for models where $g_l \sim g_\chi$. For this hierarchy of couplings, the diagram on the left in fig. 4 dominates over the two mediator emission (central panel). Since the annihilation cross-section is proportional to both couplings in equal measure, $\langle \sigma v \rangle \propto (g_\chi g_l)^2$, indirect detection limits are insensitive to the particular hierarchy of couplings in this model. The thermal annihilation cross-section for the $s$-channel process is of course maximised on resonance production, $2m_\chi \sim m_{Z'}$. The ultimate value on resonance is limited by the width of $Z'$ which is also set by the couplings $g_\chi$ and $g_l$.

---

Footnote:

3This model is available in the FeynRules [56] database https://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/DMsimp, for usage see e.g. [97–100].
We study the sensitivity reach of different experiments with respect to these parameters by either fixing or varying them accordingly which is shown in each figure. More specifically, we focus on dark matter and mediator masses above 500 GeV and up to 10 and 30 TeV respectively, well above the reach of LHC but exactly in the ball park of sensitivity for KM3NeT, as driven from the limits in the previous section. The couplings vary in between $10^{-1}$ and the perturbative upper value of $4\pi$.

Figure 7 (upper panels) shows the parameter space for this model, varying the mediator and dark matter mass on the left plot in $(m_\chi, m_{Z'})$-plane where $g_l = g_\chi = 1.0$ is taken, and varying coupling and dark matter mass on the right in comparison to other experimental searches. We see that the KM3NeT sensitivity for combined leptonic channels will be probing parameter spaces on the resonance which are currently beyond reach of Fermi-LAT. For sake of reference, we also show the thermal cross-section (black dotted line) that would give the correct relic density is around $\sim 2 \times 10^{-26}$ cm$^3$/s.

Annihilation of dark matter particles into neutrinos will produce neutrino lines, however annihilation into leptons will accompany this signal with larger branching ratio. Indeed pure vectorial couplings penalize the neutrino channel due to the fact that there are no right-handed neutrinos in the SM. Therefore, above $m_\tau$,

$$\langle \sigma v \rangle_{\chi\chi\rightarrow\nu\nu} = \frac{1}{2} \langle \sigma v \rangle_{\chi\chi\rightarrow\ell^+\ell^-} = \frac{1}{3} \langle \sigma v \rangle_{\text{tot}}.$$

(3.7)

A discrepancy in branching ratio may well be compensate by KM3NeT for $m_\chi > 1$ TeV. However, since $\langle \sigma v \rangle \propto 1/m_{Z'}^4$, perturbative couplings can only achieve $\langle \sigma v \rangle \sim 10^{-24}$ cm$^3$/s when the mass differences of $m_\chi$ and $m_{Z'}$ are such that the annihilation is resonant. Notice that direct detection bounds are quite strong. For $s$-channel models the RGEs induce the usual pure vectorial spin-independent interactions with nuclei. Within the time frame of operation of future indirect detection probes and neutrino telescopes, KM3NeT-ARCA will be competitive and add important additional information in the determination of the nature of dark matter. Notice however that this model is not the optimal target that KM3NeT will be able to probe, since the branching ratio into neutrinos is sub-dominant.

**Pure left-handed coupling** It is possible to construct a model that couples only to the $SU(2)_L$ lepton doublets of the SM. This is achieved by choosing the coupling configuration of eq. (3.4) such that

$$g^V_{lf} = g^A_{lf} = \frac{1}{2} g_L, \quad g^V_\chi \equiv g_\chi \quad \text{and} \quad g^A_\chi = 0.$$  

(3.8)

This choice results again in four free parameters for the model:

$$\{m_\chi, m_{Z'}, g_\chi, g_L\},$$

(3.9)

where we further set $g_\chi = g_L$ and perform the same scanning procedure as in the pure vectorial case. A pure left-handed coupling gives the more favourable scenario where

$$\langle \sigma v \rangle_{\chi\chi\rightarrow\nu\nu} = \langle \sigma v \rangle_{\chi\chi\rightarrow\ell^+\ell^-} = \frac{1}{2} \langle \sigma v \rangle_{\text{tot}}.$$  

(3.10)

The effect of this choice is illustrated in fig. 7 (lowest panels), and affect mostly the contribution to dark matter-nucleon scattering for the case of the XENON1T experiment, which is weakened with respect to the case of pure vectorial couplings, carving out less of the viable
Figure 7. **Top Left:** The projected sensitivity of KM3NeT (green) together with current bounds from Fermi-LAT dSphs obtained with MadDM (gray) [18] and XENON1T (light blue) [69] obtained with RAPIDDM, as labelled, in the \( \{m_\chi, m_{Z'}\} \)-plane for fixed equal couplings of \( g_L = g_\chi \). The black dotted lines are where \( \langle \sigma v \rangle = 2 \times 10^{-26} \) cm\(^3\)/s, i.e. the value for simple freeze-out. All exclusion limits and projection are provided at 90% CL. **Top Right:** Same as left in the \( \{g_L, m_\chi\} \)-plane. **Bottom row:** Same as top for the model with pure left-handed couplings.
parameter space for indirect searches. Nevertheless our conclusions are very similar to the case discussed previously.

However with this model, it is arguable that we are on slightly less sturdy theoretical ground. Not only do we have a model that contains anomalies [22], but more immediately issues with unitarity violation occur, see i.e. [21].

3.5 Anomaly-free $L_{\mu} - L_{\tau}$ model

A well known, anomaly-free leptophilic scenario is the so-called $L_{\mu} - L_{\tau}$ gauge $U(1)$ model. This model assumes a specific gauge group under which the new particles are charged and gauged, which is defined as being the difference between muon- and tau-lepton numbers $L_{\mu} - L_{\tau}$. This model has been proposed in [23–29] for solving the long standing flavour anomalies and has been studied i.e. in [107–110] in connection with dark matter.

With respect to eq. (3.4), the coupling configuration is set to:

$$g_{\mu}^V = -g_{\tau}^V = g_{\mu-\tau}, \quad g_{e}^V = g_{A}^L = 0, \quad g_{X}^V \equiv g_{X} \quad \text{and} \quad g_{A}^X = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

All together the four free parameter of the model are:

$$\{m_{X}, m_{Z'}; g_{X}, g_{\mu-\tau}\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

which we first consider in the same range as in the previous section.

The expected sensitivity for the KM3NeT as well as the constraints from different experiments using this model are shown in fig. 8 left, when $g_{\mu-\tau} = g_{X} = 1$ is satisfied. Besides having a well motivated theoretical model, we are in the same position as the simple $Z'$ models concerning the complementarity among direct, indirect dark matter bounds and the KM3NeT sensitivity. Despite the diminished branching ratio into neutrinos, the fact that in this model, there is no penalty for not considering the electron channel, the KM3NeT projection does not weaken as much as in fig. 7, hence the results are more similar to the left-handed case than the pure vector one. Two other important comments are in order. First, the direct detection limits are not due to RGEs, as the $U(1)_{\mu-\tau}$ has the property that the RGE effects completely cancel. Therefore, the major contribution comes from the kinetic mixing $\varepsilon$, which will be generated at the loop level. The loop induced kinetic mixing is finite [111]

$$\varepsilon (q^2) = \frac{eg_{\mu-\tau}}{12\pi^2} \ln \frac{m_{\mu}^2}{m_{\tau}^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

and leads to sizeable values, for instance $\varepsilon \sim 10^{-2}$ for $g_{\mu-\tau} \simeq 1$. Secondly, the same model can accommodate the favored region for flavor anomalies observed at LHCb [112–114], red shaded region in the plot of fig. 8. In order for this model to account for anomalies in $b \rightarrow s\mu^+\mu^-$ decays, it is necessary to assume that there is additional new physics. For our scope, a fourth generation of vector-like quarks coupling to the $Z'$ is a viable solution, as these new particles can be taken much heavier than the dark matter scale we are interested of, so that they can be safely integrated out without affecting our phenomenological predictions [115–117]. For details about the favoured region derivation see i.e. [29, 109, 118].

From fig. 8 this gauged model has the benefit of being gauge invariant but does not seem to give KM3NeT a huge competitive edge. However, this model can easily accommodate a light $Z'$, which is exactly the same ball park of mediator masses employed to explain the $(g-2)_\mu$ anomaly [124–127], see e.g. the recent ref. [128]. We use the fact that, for $m_{Z'} < 2m_{\mu}$, the
branching ratio to neutrinos is 100%. This is favourable to neutrino telescopes, both those such as Super-Kamiokande [129], which are sensitive to light dark matter [130, 131], as well as those most sensitive to heavier dark matter, such as KM3NeT.

Of course, with a new light vector, relatively large couplings with SM particles are strongly constrained by colliders and precision experiments. It is, however, completely legitimate to take $g_{\mu-\tau} \ll g_\chi$. This model comes under the category of secluded dark matter models [85], and specifically features a very light mediator ($m_{Z'} \ll m_\chi$), large and perturbative $g_\chi$ while negligible coupling to the SM sector, $g_{\mu-\tau} \lesssim 10^{-4}$ at least. This last requirement is set to evade strong constraints on light fields coupling to SM leptons, but the meaning of this model is deeper than simply avoiding experimental bounds. For such coupling strength hierarchy, the dominant annihilation channel is $\chi\bar{\chi} \rightarrow Z'Z'$ (see fig. 4 centre), which implies that the dark matter can achieve the correct relic density independently of its coupling with the SM, because $\langle \sigma v \rangle$ depends only on $g_\chi^4$. Since the $Z'$ is not stable, it will eventually decay into four SM neutrinos, even though $g_{\mu-\tau}$ is extremely tiny. Depending on the $m_{Z'}$ value, annihilation into charged leptons, when kinematically allowed, takes place with equal branching ratios and gives rise to a $4\mu$ or $4\tau$ final state. For simplicity we do not consider mixed final states in this study. Very light $Z'$ mediators are boosted in the very heavy dark matter annihilation reference frame. Subsequently, they decay into neutrinos producing characteristic box-shaped neutrino signals. While the box-shaped gamma-ray signals have already been explored in certain depth in the literature, see i.e. [36, 132–135], box-shaped neutrino signals have only been poorly studied, see [20].

Let us now quantify how constrained is the model parameter space in the light of current bounds. In the secluded regime, high intensity experiments constrain $g_{\mu-\tau} \lesssim 10^{-4}$ for $m_{Z'} \lesssim 1\text{ GeV}$.

---

Figure 8. **Left:** Same as fig. 7 for the anomaly-free $L_\mu - L_\tau$ model. We have added the favored region [109] for explaining the flavour anomalies found at LHCb [112–114] (red shaded region). **Right:** The projected sensitivity of KM3NeT (green) together with current upper bound from Planck (blue) [119–121], as labelled, in the $\{m_\chi, m_{Z'}\}$-plane for fixed couplings of $g_{\mu-\tau} << g_\chi = 1$. The yellow region denotes the model parameter space favoured to alleviate the Hubble tension [122, 123]. The dotted black line represents the relic density line.
10 GeV [123], while Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) sets a lower bound on the coupling strength not to spoil its accurate predictions in terms of element abundances with the injection of energy. Indeed the $\chi\chi \rightarrow Z'Z'$ process is independent to $g_{\mu-\tau}$, however one cannot choose an arbitrarily small value as a sufficiently long lived $Z'$ will disrupt BBN. A conservative bound would be taking the lifetime sufficiently short such as

$$\tau_{Z'} = \frac{12\pi m_{Z'}^2}{\sum_f g_{\mu-\tau}^2 \sqrt{m_{Z'}^2 - 4m_f^2} \left( m_{Z'}^2 - m_f^2 \right)} \lesssim 1 \text{ s},$$

where $m_f$ is the mass of the products of decay and $f$ runs over the fermionic decays kinematically allowed. This bound sets $g_{\mu-\tau} > 10^{-10}$ for $m_{Z'} = 1$ MeV, while being looser at larger dark matter masses. Notice that scenarios for the $(\gamma - 2)_\mu$ anomaly favour couplings of $g_{\mu-\tau} \sim 10^{-5}$. A more stringent bound comes from measurements of $\Delta N_{\text{eff}}$, the effective relativistic degree of freedom before recombination [38, 123], which sets a bound on the $Z'$ mass to be larger than 4 MeV roughly, by asking $\Delta N_{\text{eff}} \leq 4$. The constraints on a light $Z'$ are of course independent of dark matter, so we have to add direct dark matter detection limits as before. Now however, the smaller values of $m_{Z'}$ do not suppress the recoil rate so much, resulting in strong constraints on $g_{\mu-\tau}$, which are relevant for $m_\chi > 6$ GeV and set $g_{\mu-\tau} < 10^{-6}$ from XENON1T. We have checked that $g_{\mu-\tau} < 10^{-8}$ produces nuclear recoil event rates well below the sensitivity of future direct detection experiments. We see that in between the upper and lower bound there is still room to play safe and evade all constraints. What can not be avoided are indirect detection bounds, which come from Fermi-LAT and Planck [38]. Indeed $\langle \sigma v \rangle$ is severely boosted by the small velocities in dSphs or at the recombination epoch, as a light mediator induces Sommerfeld enhancement, which we properly include as in [121, 136–139]. Lastly, self-interaction constrains the size of the scattering process $\chi\chi \rightarrow \chi\chi$, see e.g. [119], impacting the region of small dark matter masses and very light mediators.

The results are shown in the right panel of fig. 8. We see for $m_{Z'} > 2m_\mu$ the model parameter space is strongly disfavoured by current bound from Planck, computed as in [119–121]. This bound supersedes Fermi-LAT dSph upper limit (not shown) because dSphs are warmer than the epoch of recombination, and this is reflected in a smaller Sommerfeld boost. However neutrino telescopes can access the model parameter space below the kinematic threshold of the muon final state, being able to probe the model parameter space proving the correct relic density. The dip in the KM3NeT bound is due to the opening of the charged lepton final states, which increases $\langle \sigma v \rangle$. In the same ball park, $m_{Z'} \sim 10$ MeV can also contribute to the resolution of the Hubble tension [38, 140–142] (yellow shaded band). More specifically the light vector would contribute to increase $\Delta N_{\text{eff}}$ up to roughly $0.2 - 0.4$ [122, 123], value that can reconcile the determination of $H_0$ from local measurements with the one from the cosmic microwave background. Self-interaction bounds are not shown to avoid cluttering, as they exclude a small portion of the lower left corner, which is already disfavoured by $\Delta N_{\text{eff}}$. Lastly, notice that we did not include electroweak radiation from the prompt neutrino final states. This would have the effect of generating a bound from the recombination epoch for dark matter above the TeV, where electroweak corrections are sizeable. All in all the region below the muon threshold is a sweet spot for revealing the best capabilities of KM3NeT, especially for dark matter below the TeV scale, but it remains to future work to determine whether electroweak corrections provide Planck with the means to constrain this region.
4 Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed the future prospects of a KM3NeT-like neutrino telescope in terms of the expected sensitivity for annihilating dark matter. The detector properties and location are particularly favourable to search for such signals from the centre of the Milky Way. We have embarked on a global investigation, assessing how neutrino telescopes will contribute to the broader search for WIMP-like dark matter particles. We have explored the most promising, minimal scenarios where neutrino telescopes will play a dominant role. Some of these scenarios can be associated with existing hints of new physics found in particle physics and cosmology.

Dark matter particles are expected to correlate with the galactic center, imprinting an anisotropic feature on the neutrino sky. Through an angular power spectrum analysis, we have assessed the angular distributions of neutrinos to probe dark matter signals on top of the atmospheric background. We have assumed a 10-year running period once the experiment is fully operating. We have simulated neutrino skymaps with through-going track events, taking into account the contribution of both extragalactic and galactic dark matter annihilations. Using a Monte Carlo method, we have set model-independent upper bounds on the thermally averaged dark matter annihilation cross-section and dark matter mass, with a particular focus on leptonic channels which provide the best projections. More specifically, we have considered a dark matter mass range of $200 - 10^5$ GeV, ideally probed by the KM3NeT-ARCA configuration.

Moreover, we have fully incorporated the electroweak corrections from the charged lepton final states and neutrino lines, that significantly modify the neutrino and gamma-ray energy spectra. We have additionally encompassed the effect of the large systematic uncertainties arising from the distribution of the dark matter density profile, however we did not include experimental uncertainties. As demonstrated, the angular power spectrum analysis is robust against assumptions of the galactic dark matter distribution in this mass range. Our limits overall weaken only by $\sim 40\%$ when considering the Burkert dark matter density profile as opposed to NFW. Although, the obtained limits are suggestive in terms of the potential reach of the experiment, it should be noted that the searches can be improved and extended to the lower dark matter mass range by the addition of KM3NeT-ORCA site which will change the bounds in fig. 5 for example. Employing different analysis and event reconstruction techniques that are not incorporated in this paper but subject to ongoing studies, the results can be improved further. For example, on top of the tracks from charge current interactions, addition of different types of event topologies (tracks and shower events) could possibly enhance the obtained bounds.

We have interpreted the projected sensitivities with respect to minimal extensions of the SM that include a Dirac dark matter candidate and a mediator. The most promising for neutrino telescopes couples dark matter to SM leptons only. Even still, neutrino line signals usually occur in conjunction with charged lepton emission. We have shown that the latter provides significant upper bounds from present gamma-ray telescopes. Additionally, renormalization and loop effects provoke interactions with quarks and gluons. This means direct dark matter detection experiments are also relevant. For example, XENON1T, almost completely dominates over the parameter space for the $t$-channel model, whereas it leaves room for discovery/exploration for the future KM3NeT-ARCA for the $s$-channel model. Whilst the minimal $s$-channel model we have considered suffers from theoretical issues, we have further investigated an anomaly free and gauge invariant scenario, the so-called $L_\mu - L_\tau$ model. This
produces a phenomenology analogous to our minimal setup when mediator masses are heavy. It is remarkably interesting for neutrino telescopes in its secluded realization, featuring a very light mediator mass below the muon mass threshold. Indeed in this specific mass range, the model can ultimately be surveyed by neutrino telescopes, which appear to be sensitive to thermal values of \( \langle \sigma v \rangle \), as demonstrated in fig. 8.

There are several possibilities to further improve the impact of upcoming neutrino telescopes in the search for dark matter signals. The minimal choice of models can be broadened, to encompass a wider portion of the viable theoretical landscape. For instance the study of pure neutrino or anti-neutrino lines (\( \nu \nu \) or \( \bar{\nu} \bar{\nu} \)) is an interesting possibility as those signals do not have a charged fermionic counter part. Alternatively, the inclusion of non-minimal dark matter multiplets, see [20], would provide additional effects such as Sommerfeld enhancement, increasing the sensitivity of indirect detection bounds, while leaving unaltered the reach of direct detection searches.

By presenting our projections in the context of multiple experimental searches, we demonstrate a high degree of complementarity. As always, gamma-ray telescopes and direct dark matter detection experiments play an important role, but Neutrino telescopes will be able to probe new regions of parameter space. We stress that independent experimental probes are vital for comprehensive search for dark matter. Each experiment has its own set-up and sources of uncertainty. A diverse range of probes is necessary to reduce bias, minimizing the impact of individual uncertainties and clarifies the particle physics interpretation.

Improvements both in the analysis methods and theoretical implications of upcoming neutrino telescopes will have a large impact on our understanding of dark matter physics. They will additionally provide guidelines on how KM3NeT-like telescopes will complement other dark matter searches in the next decade.
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